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Easy origami for kids! In this book, you will find more than 40 simple origami projects for beginners which are perfectly illustrated and colored.
Simple instructions will help your child and you quickly start creating fantastic origami. The book presents easy and clear schemes: from hat
to funny animals. From the book, you will learn how to make cute animals such as dog, cat, fox, mouse, and piggy from colored paper. You
will also find fascinating schemes of fish, birds, cars, the moon, an envelope, ice-cream, magic hats, and many other things. The projects
gradually become more complicated allowing you to create more and more exciting things. Start right now!
"Provides instructions and diagrams for folding origami models of characters, objects, and symbols related to Wonder Woman"-Get your cape on with the DC Super Hero Girls(TM)--the unprecedented new Super Hero universe especially for girls! Readers of all ages
can fly high with the all-new adventures of Wonder Woman(TM), Supergirl(TM), Batgirl(TM), and some of the world's most iconic female
super heroes as high schoolers! Bumblebee(TM) buzzes into action with the rest of the DC Super Hero Girls(TM) in this action-packed
hardcover novel for young readers! When the world's honey supply starts to drop and some of her old tech disappears, super student
Bumblebee enlists her friends Wonder Woman, Batgirl, Poison Ivy, and Beast Boy to help her find out why. Is it a new villain, or someone
from the past? With so much going on at Super Hero High, Bumblebee isn't sure how she's going to keep an eye on everything, but she's
determined to do it with style . . . and sting! Award-winning author Lisa Yee brings this edge-of-your-seat adventure to life with mystery, thrills,
and laughs. Move over, Batman(TM) and Superman(TM)--the DC Super Hero Girls are ready to save the day . . . and have fun doing it!
Text and color illustrations provide information about outer space, the planets, the stars, and the people who study them.
Fold your favorite origami animals—from cute Panda Cubs, Kittens and Penguins to the menacing Great White Shark and Tyrannosaurus Rex.
The easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions in this book show you how to quickly fold 120 amazing animal origami models. Once you're done
folding them, you can decorate your creations with eye stickers to create a truly lifelike collection of creatures. The following are just a few of
the unique origami projects you can create with this book: Three different kinds of cuddly Dogs and Cats A pride of Lions A floppy-eared
Elephant, complete with pleated trunk and pile of poop! A spiny-but-cute Porcupine—watch your fingers! A sleepy-eyed Sloth—hang him upside
down for a nap A Panda parent and baby—including bamboo to munch on! A playful Otter with her fishy snack A friendly Flying Squirrel An
adorable pair of Bunnies, complete with crunchy Carrots! Snakes, Lizards, Sharks, Crustaceans, Primates, Dinosaurs, and so much more!
Japanese author Fumiaki Shingu is one of the world's leading origami experts, having published over 20 books on the subject. Fumiaki is an
avid proponent of the art of origami in Japan, and he specializes in creating fun and easy-to-fold original origami models.
Imaginative 3D origami projects that anyone can make! Do you love the art of paper folding? Well, your favorite pastime goes 3D in this
origami guide! Inspired by the kawaii style everyone loves, 3D Origami Fun! shows you how to up your paper-folding game with twenty-five
spectacular projects. From cupcakes to butterflies to sea turtles, each page features detailed explanations and step-by-step photos for
constructing eye-catching sculptures using basic folds and origami pieces. Whether you're new to paper crafts or a seasoned pro, this book
will teach you how to build a variety of impressive 3D origami projects. So take out your paper, flex your fingers, and get ready to create
dozens of fun origami projects you won't find anywhere else!
Putting on a show has never been so fun! Using easy-to-make cardboard crafts, kids can let their imaginations soar as they explore different
types of shows and the different ways to put them on. Kids will love the independence in making their own projects, with or without an adult's
help, and adults will love the budget-friendly, planet-saving use of household items that would otherwise be thrown away!
When her best friend Jason's house is put up for sale, and he tells her that his family is moving to California, Annie Jenkins is devastated by
the news that she is losing the other member of the PB & J Society--so when neighbor Mrs. Schuster tells her about a buried chest and gives
her a map she convinces herself that this is a way for Jason's family to pay off their mortgage and stay in Utah.

Are you looking for a calming, relaxing, mindful hobby? Do you feel better when you fidget with something in your hands?
Are you looking for a simple yet elegant way to create beautiful art? Paper play, creating origami, might be what you're
looking for! Making origami artwork is easy, simple, fun, and amazingly calming. I find that folding the paper so precisely
puts me in a state of bliss. I have always loved working with my hands to create beautiful art. I have made intricate quilts,
handmade jewelry, and now I am crafting simple, fun, and relaxing origami projects from nothing more than an average
piece of paper. The wonderful thing about origami art is that you only need paper (any kind that you can get your hands
on - literally!) and your hands. That's it! There's no special tools or equipment required. Don't be intimidated by complex
dinosaurs and folded stars. Making origami does not have to be hard. My book is broken down into three parts: beginner,
intermediate, and advanced projects. Start slow. Each section demonstrates a different skill which builds off of the
techniques that you'll practice in doing the previous projects. In my book, I will show you everything you need to know to
create marvelous origami art pieces. We'll start with examining the history of origami Tools and materials needed
(spoiler- it's not much!) Tips for beginners Defining terms used in this book We'll discuss the different skill levels. Feel
free to start on whatever project you like in the book, and work on from there. The 20 projects in this book include step-bystep, plain English instructions as well as a plethora of photographs to guide you to every fold. The 20 projects in this
book are: Making Hearts A Fleet of Boats Vroom-Vroom! Racecars Back to School Pencils Having a Whale of a Time
Going to the Dogs Social Butterflies Go Fish Jumping Frogs Men's Shirt A Tie to go with the Shirt Bow Tie Paper Doll
Dress Paper Houses Squeaky Mouse Cute Crawling Crab Pirate Sword Cat, I'm a Kitty Cat Sliding Star "Rawr!" I'm a
Dinosaur Be sure to try the dinosaur, it's my favorite project out of this whole book. For a limited time, when you purchase
the paperback book here on Amazon, you will be able to download the eBook for FREE! I suggest you go this route
because the eBook version has the photographs available in FULL color. Have fun and happy folding!
Densho origami is based on figures from Japanese folklore, handed down from generation to generation for over a
hundred years. These densho origami figures are all quite simple to make, but beautiful and balanced, and are
considered an expression of Japan's heart, soul, wisdom, and culture. Densho Origami introduces thirty-five of the most
classic, beloved origami figures -- the crane, the samurai helmet, the ninja star, the goldfish, etc. The instructions are
extremely easy to follow and rely on over 500 3-D, computer-generated diagrams which guide the reader through each
step. With its clean design, careful instructions, and highly-detailed diagrams, Densho Origami is the perfect first book for
both children and adults who want to explore this charming, creative, and rewarding art. It's also an ideal way for adults
to share origami with children, continuing the long tradition of passing on to the next generation, a love and appreciation
for what's come before.
Design a silly face...or a scary one, or a fairy one, or anything else you can dream up! The world-renowned authors of
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Extreme Face Painting are taking it back to the basics, with some innovative twists. All ages and all skill levels will learn
the secrets to creating awesome face art with easy-to-find materials, friendly instruction for beginners, and fresh
inspiration for more seasoned face painters. 40 all-new, step-by-step projects. Award-winning expert techniques for
creating believable face paint designs. Beginners will learn to paint everything from simple flowers to a full Frankenstein
face. Intermediate artists will learn techniques for creating the look of fur, the illusion of depth, and more intricate designs
like and owl mask or a spitting cobra. So grab some supplies and get ready to put a new face on fun!
Batman is reliable, always working to protect Gothom City. He is loyal to his friends like Robin, always watching his back.
He is courageous when he fights against villians like the Joker. Discover what else makes Batman trustworthy in this
vividly illustrated picture book.
Supergirl waits her turn and takes her time. When Batgirl shares ideas, Supergirl lets her friend finish speaking before
jumping in to share her opinions. When her and Superman battle Bizarro, she takes time to form a plan with her partner
before jumping into battle. If she struggles to learn something new, she keeps working at it until she's mastered it.
Supergirl is patient! With exciting examples from DC Super Heroes, this bright picture book inspires young readers to
practice patience.
"Provides instructions and diagrams for folding origami models of characters, objects, and symbols related to Batman"-"Introduces crafts related to the book Kylie Jean pirate queen, by Marci Peschke"-Birds of a feather flock together in Bird Origami! Bird Origami will have you folding paper like a duck takes to water. You
won't have to wing it when you follow the detailed, illustrated instructions to flush out twenty popular species, including
mallards, hummingbirds, sparrows, seagulls, and finches. Specially designed paper makes these beauties realistic! Field
guide information introduces each species, from crows to cardinals, from pelicans to geese. The bluebird of happiness
will be singing from your fingers in no time!
Time travel has never been so fun! Using easy-to-make cardboard crafts, kids can let their imaginations soar as they
explore different times and different eras. Kids will love the independence in making their own projects, with or without an
adult's help, and adults will love the budget-friendly, planet-saving use of household items that would otherwise be
thrown away!
Enjoy a flood of paper folding with this origami book! The account of Noah’s ark is more than just a powerful reminder of
divine power—it is a classic story cherished by children and adults alike. The imagery of all the Earth’s creatures uniting
in pairs on a single vessel has captivated readers over the millennia, and now that imagery comes to life with Noah’s Ark
Origami. Complete with an in-depth account of Noah’s ark that includes historical information and maps, this entertaining
kit also contains 30 sheets of 4” x 4” paper, 40 sheets of 6” x 6” paper, and 30 sheets of 8” x 8” paper so that each
animal can be crafted to scale. The 112-page book is perfect for both Bible students and animal lovers, with easy-tofollow instructions for folding Noah, his wife, and ten pairs of animals. Plus, die-cut board pieces create a 3-D ark, perfect
for housing your origami menagerie. Sure to unfold hours of enjoyment, Noah’s Ark Origami is a paper-folding collection
of biblical proportions.
Forty original models range from simple to advanced and produce striking stars that can be used as decorations and
awards. Full-color photos illustrate Map Compass, Radioactive Star, Sun, many other patterns.
"Provides instructions and diagrams for folding origami models of characters, objects, and symbols related to the Justice
League"-"Describes the disgusting details of the daily life on pirate ships during the Golden Age of piracy"-"Provides instructions and photo-illustrated step diagrams for folding a variety of traditional and original origami models"-"Provides instructions and diagrams for folding origami models of characters, objects, and symbols related to Batman,
Superman, Wonder Woman, and the Justice League"-Do you love the ocean? Now you can create your own paper sea. With a few simple folds you can make a blue whale, a
sailboat, a windsurfer and much more.
From boats and fish to cranes and vases, exciting traditional and original paper folding projects await young origami
artists. Organized from easy to challenging, each project includes clear, step by step, photo illustrated instructions that
make developing paper folding skills fun. All projects also include creative tips for using and displaying models to impress
friends and family.
"Lively text and fun illustrations describe how to draw cool fashions"--Provided by publisher.
Paper is perfect for drawing and writing, but what happens when this 2-D material is given a 3-D twist? Budding artists
will love creating paper sculptures with this fun book, from crinkly trees to slithery snakes. Simple step-by-step
instructions ensure readers can fly through projects, such as crafting their own pterodactyls. Photographs of each step, a
materials list, and helpful hints ensure each craft is accessible and fun. Using household supplies, readers will learn
confidence as they unleash their creativity. This hands-on book of activities will be at home in any library or classroom.
"Provides instructions and photo-illustrated step diagrams for folding traditional and original origami models, including
animals, objects, containers, and flowers. Models range from easy to challenging"-Looking for quick and easy drawing projects for your makerspace? Look no further! From kittens and race cars to aliens
and castles, these amazing 10-minute drawing projects will have kids making in no time!
"Simple step-by-step instructions teach readers how to make original projects from paper"-Beginning with general tips on getting started and obtaining the best results, easy-to-follow directions take beginners stepby-step through the process of creating 24 simple yet interesting projects, including a hamster, a butterfly, an airplane, a
house, a garland, a star cluster and more. Simultaneous.
Go wild with zendoodling! Following easy step-by-step instructions, learn how to take simple lines and shapes and
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transform them into intricate cuddly cats, feisty foxes, darling dolphins, and more. With extra tips, tricks, and craft ideas,
young artists of every ability will have fun drawing these tangled creations. Grab a pencil, relax, and draw your own
animal zendoodles!
"Provides instructions and diagrams for folding origami models of characters, objects, and symbols related to
Superman"-Origami Ninja designs and other figures, including wizard, Knight, Ninja weapons, Nunchukas, Katana (ninja sword),
Origami ninja sci-weapon used in RED 2 feature film. Creating dynamic anatomy with origami (with photo
steps).Complete list of models:-Bird base dragonFace of the ninjaFace of the deamonMaster deamon faceElse realm
superheroDeamon jesterIf pigs might flapFather ChristmasArt deco angel alphaArt deco angel betaIce skating
angelSyringeRED 2 Sci weaponCoffee shop stirrer standKnightDark wizardMartial arts figureCool werewolfNinja jumping
frogNinjaKatana (Ninja sword)NunchakusShuriken (Ninja throwing star)Elite NinjaSky NinjaStand for ninjas
Shares different occupations that require math, including stunt coordinator, cryptologist, and fluid mechanics engineer.
In the human world, far from Equestria, there are some very familiar girls. Meet Pinkie Pie, Rainbow Dash and all their
freinds as you've never seen them before! The Equestria Girls are off on their summer holidays to Camp Everfree, but
the camp is in danger of closing down! Can Fluttershy and her friends pony up and throw a fundraising show in time to
save their summer? And what is the mysterious legend of Everfree?
The Flash works hard to protect Central City, helping people in need. He is grateful for the awesome teamwork of the
Justice League. His super speed makes him a super hero, but being kind and compassionate makes him a great friend.
The Flash is caring in this DC Super Heroes picture book!
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